THE ORDER OF THE DAY
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The Order of the Day

IN THE MOUNTAINS
10    Back Again
11    Interlude on Mustagh Tower
12    Sandy, Topping Out on Mustagh
14    Entering Askole
15    The Winter Climbing
16    Crux
18    Three Above Namche Bazaar
19    After Everest
20    Avalanche

IN LOVE & POLITICS
22    A Reader's Note
23    Mazed
24    Shetland
25    About Tess
26    Tess, in Tunisia
27    Love-Torn Squaddie in Rannoch Torment
28    Still
29    Visiting
30    Annie, in Spring
31    Treaty
32    Annie
33    Gulf
34    Annie, in November
35    Ruth Says
36    Spello, in the Afternoon
37    Nut
38    Covert Action
39    Young American
40    Fishing
41    D, in a Checked Shirt
42    D, Riding
43    Heart & Irish
44    Up the Baobab
45    Exit
46    Fictions
AT HOME & ABROAD

48  The Maid & I
49  Wallace Stevens in East Fife
50  A North Sea Twist-off
52  Bagatelle Dreams
54  In an Italian Field
55  Aide Memoire
56  The House-Builder Variations
58  Japan
60  Homage to Master Berryman
61  Mexico
64  A Good Talking To